RAUCORD NATURAL
LIVING WITH NATURE

TRUE COLOURS
Designed to resemble natural materials with their warm and surprising allure. The RAUCORD Natural range consists of a wide selection of colours such as the popular Cappuccino, Java Brown and Coffee Brown.

The range is sturdy and features homogenous colours throughout the weave which prevents colour peeling if surface scratches occur.

UNIQUE NATURAL COLOUR EFFECT
With RAUCORD’s three unique colour strands, you can create a distinctive look of your own. By weaving various patterns and combinations of dark, medium and light strands together, you can customize various natural looks to suit your design or application.
INTENSE COLOUR THAT STAYS
RAUCORD NATURAL RANGE

COLOUR SELECTION

All colours are available in various profiles and sizes to suit your design and style.

- Banana Leaf (665L)
- Pines (667L)
- Mercury (002B)
- Cappuccino (653L)
- Olive Black (017B)
- Mocca (001B)
- Whitewash (650L)
- Patina White (008B)
- Rhino (666L)
- Dried Pandan (020B)
- Honeywicker II (014B)
- Graphite Black (654L)
- Java Brown (013B)
- Coffee Brown (027B)
- Coffee Cream (651L)
- Cedar (663L)
- Croco (023B)
- Cheetah (024B)
- Latte (664L)
- Onyx (466B)
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